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Abstract. As has been shown by recent empirical user studies, its in
human nature not to trust decision that we dont understand, regardless
of whether they were made by other humans, or an Artificial Intelli-
gence(AI). While we have learned how to evaluate the intent of other
humans by their manner or qualifications, most people are unfamiliar
with how AIs make their decisions and thus most of these people feel
anxious about AI decision-making. A result of this is that AI methods
suffer from trust issues and this hinders the full-scale adoption of them.

Machine Learning (ML) algorithms are a type of AI that predicts out-
comes without being explicitly programmed. Goal-driven Machine Learn-
ing based on the natural learning progress is known as Reinforcement
Learning (RL)[5]. The natural learning process is simulated in these al-
gorithms by providing rewards if the desired state is reached or punish-
ments when a wrong state is reached. Using this system, RL algorithms
try to optimise the total reward, or reward over time.[2][3]

To make RL less opaque, we plan to use Explainable AI (XAI) meth-
ods [1][?][4]. XAI refers to AI and Machine Learning techniques that
can provide understandable justifications and interpretations for their
behaviour. If the AI can be clear about the reasons for its actions, this
would help build rapport, confidence and understanding between the AI
agent and its human operator, thereby increasing the acceptability of
the systems , solving any ethical consideration raised by lack of trans-
parency of decisions, meeting recent legal obligations, and enhancing
end-user satisfaction.

In this research project, we try to determine what the main application
domains of RL are, and to what extent research in those domains has
explored explainable solutions. In addition, we seek to establish the key
factors to determine the need for explainability that can be used as a
guideline for increasing the explainability for RL algorithms, and with
that also increase the trust people can put in RL. Building on that, we
will then assess the efficiency and viability of a selection of RL methods.
This is followed by doing the same for a selection of XAI methods. Finally
we will try to optimise the RL and XAI methods to work together and
define a place for them individually or as a combination within the larger
space of Machine Learning and AI.
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